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Abstract
A quantum mechanical description of black hole states proposed recently
within the approach known as loop quantum gravity is used to study the ra-
diation spectrum of a Schwarzschild black hole. We assume the existence of
a Hamiltonian operator causing transitions between dierent quantum states
of the black hole and use Fermi's golden rule to nd the emission line inten-
sities. Under certain assumptions on the Hamiltonian we nd that, although
the emission spectrum consists of distinct lines, the curve enveloping the spec-
trum is close to the Planck thermal distribution with temperature given by
the thermodynamical temperature of the black hole as dened by the deriva-
tive of the entropy with respect to the black hole mass. We discuss possible









Progress has recently been made within the approach known as loop quantum gravity
in understanding how one can describe states of black holes quantum mechanically [1,2]. In
this description the black hole horizon is treated as an interior spacetime boundary where
certain boundary conditions, motivated by the geometrical properties of black hole solutions,
are imposed. The standard techniques of loop quantum gravity can then be applied, with
appropriate modications required by the presence of the boundary. The degrees of freedom
associated with the black hole then turn out to be described by Chern-Simons theory on the
boundary (see [1,2]).
In this letter we show how this description can be used to study emission processes by
quantum black holes. At the outset, we wish to point out that our analysis is not complete;
at some points we use heuristic arguments and make certain plausible assumptions. However,
to some extent our assumptions are supported by the nal results. We also note that some
of the physical ideas used here are due to Bekenstein and Muchanov [3].
Although a description of quantum states is now available for various types of black
holes (charged, dilatonic, etc.), for simplicity we restrict our attention to Schwarzschild
black holes. The quantum states of a Schwarzschild black hole can be described as follows
(for details see [1,2]). Let B be the intersection of the black hole horizon with the spatial
hypersurface; B then has the topology of a 2-sphere. A state, in particular, is dened by a
set of points p
1
; : : : ; p
n
on B labelled by spins j
p
. In what follows the points on B labelled








of punctures gives rise to a Hilbert space H
P
of quantum states of the connection on B,
the connection describing the eective black hole degrees of freedom. A black hole state is
















The quantum states described are eigenstates of the operator [4] measuring the area of


















is the Planck length and  is the so-called Immirzi parameter that arises in the
loop quantization of general relativity, as is discussed in [5]. Given a black hole with horizon
area A one can introduce the statistical mechanical entropy S of the black hole, dened as
the logarithm of the number of dierent quantum states that have an area eigenvalue within
the interval of width l
2
p













To introduce our main physical idea let us heuristically think of punctures on B as `atoms'
of surface geometry. According to (2) each `atom' gives a contribution to the area of B that
depends on its spin j
p
. Thus, we say that `atoms' can reside in dierent quantum states,
which are labelled by the quantum number j
p
. We assume that, just as real atoms can jump
from one excited state to another emitting quanta of radiation, our `atoms' can undergo
transitions in which spin j
p
changes, thus changing the horizon surface area of black hole
and emitting radiation.
Let us consider a process in which the spin of one of the `atoms' decreases so that the
black hole area decreases. Presumably, the mass of the black hole should decrease as well.
Therefore, a quantum of radiation should be emitted by the black hole as a result of this
process, and the energy of this quantum when it reaches the asymptotically at region should
be equal to the mass lost by the black hole. Let us denote by M(A) the dependence of the
mass of the quantum black hole on its horizon surface area, and by M the change of the
black hole mass in the emission process (M should also be equal to the energy of the
particle emitted when it reaches the innity). Then for small area changes A the energy





For simplicity we consider the case when the particle emitted is massless. Then its energy
M is related with its frequency ! via Planck's formula M = h!. Thus, (4) gives us
the relation between the frequency ! of the particle emitted (frequency measured when the
particle reaches the asymptotic region) and the horizon area change in the emission process.
The dependence M(A) in (4) will ultimately be predicted by a full quantum theory.
However, if the quantum theory is to have general relativity as its classical limit, for large






where M is the mass of black hole, A is the horizon surface area A, and G is Newton's







The picture of punctures as `atoms' of surface geometry suggests a way to nd line
intensities in the black hole emission spectrum. For a real atom the probability of a transition


















is the matrix element of the part of the Hamiltonian of the system that is respon-
sible for the transition (f; i standing for sets of quantum numbers characterizing nal and
initial states), d is the element of the solid angle in the direction of the quantum emitted,
and !
fi
is the frequency of the quantum. The total energy dI emitted by the system per
3
unit time in transitions of this particular type can be obtained by multiplying the above
probability by h! and by the number n
i
of atoms in the system which reside in that same
initial state















We assume that the same formulae are applicable to our quantum system. Namely, we
assume that in the process of evolution described by an appropriate Hamiltonian operator,
individual `atoms' can jump from one quantum state to another. We also assume that the
intensities of lines resulting from processes simultaneously involving two or more `atoms'
are negligible as compared with intensities from emission processes involving just a single
`atom'. In other words, we assume that the form of the spectrum is determined by transitions
in which a single puncture changes its spin from j to j
0
, but not by transitions involving
several `atoms' simultaneously. This assumption on the quantum dynamics of our system
is crucial. It is this assumption that allows us to use the simple formula (8) to determine a
form of the emission spectrum. Unfortunately, at the present stage of the development of
the theory we do not have a sucient control on the quantum Hamiltonian to check whether
this assumption is true. In this situation we shall try to proceed as far as we can without
knowing the Hamiltonian by making the above assumption.
The probability of a transition involving just a single `atom' is then given by the expres-
sion (7), with
^
V being a part of the quantum Hamiltonian responsible for the transitions
of this type. The intensity of a line is given by (8), with the sets i; f of quantum numbers
labeling the initial and nal states being replaced by spins j; j
0
correspondingly. Since the
nal state is degenerate, one should also multiply the intensity (8) by the corresponding
degeneracy.
To introduce the function n
i
that gives the number of `atoms' in a given initial state
for our black hole, let us step back and look at the entropy calculation. The entropy was
dened as the logarithm of the number of dierent microstates that correspond to one and
the same macrostate, macrostate being specied by a single parameter - the horizon area.
In other words, we used a microcanonical ensemble in our calculation. However, one could
also use a canonical ensemble. Namely, instead of xing a value A of the horizon area and
then counting states whose area (as measured by the area operator) is approximately equal
to A, one can consider states of all possible areas, but take them into account with dierent
statistical weights. More precisely, let us introduce a parameter , which will be referred








Here the sum is taken over some basis of eigenstates   of the area operator, and A[ ] are
the corresponding eigenvalues. Thus, we have introduced a Gibbs-type statistical ensemble;








plays the role of the probability p[ ] with which a state   enters the ensemble. One can












p[ ] ln p[ ] = A() + lnQ(): (12)
Thus, knowing the statistical sum Q() as a function of the intensive parameter one can
nd all other thermodynamical functions. In particular, one can nd the dependence S(A)
of the entropy on the area solving A() for  and then plugging this into S(). A simple
analysis shows that (for large A) this method reproduces the result (3).
Thus, both microcanonical and canonical ensembles are equally well suited for the en-
tropy calculation. The two ensembles may, however, turn out to be not equivalent in some
other respects. This is possible because the density of states grows exponentially, which
results in large uctuations in the canonical ensemble. On the other hand, the canonical
ensemble seems to be better suited for a consideration of emission processes. Indeed, in the
canonical ensemble only the mean value of the area is xed and states of all area eigenvalues
enter the ensemble. Thus, one can analyze what happens when the system jumps from one
area eigenvalue to another. One of our main assumptions is that the canonical ensemble
dened by (9-12) is appropriate for the study of emission processes by the quantum black
hole. In particular, the canonical ensemble denes for us the function n
i
that is needed to
calculate line intensities via (8).
To dene n
i
let us consider the statistical sum (9) in more detail. Recall that each
quantum state   is labelled, in particular, by a set of punctures. Denote by k
j
the number










































Taking the derivative of lnQ with respect to  one can also write down the following ex-






















It is easy to see that each function n
j
() plays the role of the mean number of punctures
that have the spin j. Recall that  controls the mean value of the black hole area. Thus, one
can use A instead of  as the argument of n
j
. The function n
j
(A) then, given the black hole
horizon area, tells how many there are `atoms' excited to the level j among all the `atoms'





Since we are interested in the total intensity of radiation at a given frequency, we have
to integrate out the angular dependence in (8). Let us denote the corresponding integral of
the squared absolute value of the transition matrix element by 
jj
0
(M) (which can depend
on the mass M of the black hole through the transition matrix element). Let us also absorb
in  all constant unimportant factors. To get rid of the -function in (8) one integrates over




























Note that we have multiplied the whole expression by 2j
0
+ 1, which is the degeneracy of
the nal state. The latter formula is what one obtains from (4) considering transitions that
change only one puncture; dM=dA here should be replaced by expression one gets from (5).
The expression (17) is the desired formula for the emission line intensity. Knowing
the matrix elements of the transition Hamiltonian one could immediately calculate the in-
tensities of all the lines in the emission spectrum. It is interesting, however, that some
information about the overall form of the spectrum can be obtained even without knowing
the Hamiltonian.
It turns out that the form of the spectrum is largely determined by certain kinematical
selection rules that are independent of the details of the Hamiltonian. In particular, as an
analysis shows, the transitions j = 1=2! j = 0 are forbidden. This selection rule has very
important implications for the form of the emission spectrum.
Since the transitions from j = 1=2 are forbidden, we have to deal only with with j = 1
and higher. For these values of spins j the expression for n
j
() for the case of large black
holes simplies. As discussed in [1], large black holes correspond to values of  that are very




is just the proportionality coecient between the
entropy and area (see (3)). The implication of this is that n
j
(A) (for j > 1=2) is independent




). With this simplication the analysis of
the emission spectrum becomes almost straightforward.
To nd the emission spectrum one has to nd the total energy emitted by the black hole
into each frequency interval. For example, one can divide the frequency range of interest
into small intervals, and then add the intensities of all the lines that belong to one and
the same interval. One obtains the energy I emitted per frequency interval as a function
of frequency !. An analysis reveals the following properties of the function I(!) that hold
independently of the properties of the Hamiltonian operator.
1. I(!) depends on the frequency ! only in the combination h!=T
I = I(h!=T ): (19)
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2. Unless the dependence of 
jj
0
(M) on j; j
0





determines the form of the spectrum for high frequencies. Using the assymptotics of
n
j
















where T is the thermodynamical temperature (20) of the black hole. In other words,
we nd that the emission spectrum I(!) of the black hole behaves at high frequencies
as the Planck thermal spectrum of the temperature T . It is interesting to note that
to arrive to the result (21) we never had to use the actual relation (5) between the
horizon area and the black hole mass. Thus, even without knowing this relation we
could conclude that the temperature that characterizes the outgoing radiation is equal
to the thermodynamical temperature of the black hole as dened by the dependence
of the black hole entropy on its mass.
3. The intensity I(!) of the radiation emitted goes to zero as ! ! 0.
4. Assuming that the dependence V
jj
0
(M) of the transition matrix element on the initial
and nal spins can be separated from the dependence on the mass, one can show
that I(!) depends on M only through the temperature T and a multiplicative factor
independent of !. This means that the spectrum I(!) always has the same form,
independent of the black hole mass.
All the results we have found imply that the emission spectrum I(!) is approximately
thermal for a variety of dierent possible Hamiltonian operators. In order to give a further
evidence in support of the thermal character of the emission spectrum, we present a result
of an actual calculation performed with the formula (17). We choose transition matrix
elements in the simplest possible way. Namely, we take V
jj
0
to be independent of jj
0
, and
assume that no transitions to the state j = 0 are allowed, thus treating the state j = 1=2
as the `ground' state. In particular, this automatically takes into account the selection rule
that forbids the transitions j = 1=2 ! j = 0. The corresponding spectrum is shown in
FIG. 1. The rst plot shows lines with their intensities computed via (17). Each line is
shown as an impulse at a point on the h!=T axis. The height of an impulse represents the
intensity of the line. We are interested in line intensities only up to an overall multiplicative
factor; thus, no units are shown on the y-axis. The second plot shows the total intensity
I(!) as a function of frequency. To get I(!) here we divided the frequency range into small
intervals and added the intensities of all the lines belonging to the same interval. Although
the emission occurs only at certain frequencies, the enveloping curve of the spectrum is
perfectly thermal, as is clear from the second plot. Note that the total intensity decreases
exponentially as exp ( h!=T ) (second plot). The notable ne structure of emission lines
(rst plot) also deserves attention.
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Thus, under the assumption that the form of the spectrum is determined by transitions
involving only a single `atom', and under certain other, rather weak assumptions about the
Hamiltonian operator responsible for the transitions, we have shown that the black hole
emission spectrum is thermal. More precisely, we have shown that the emission spectrum is
described by a function of frequency that depends on the frequency only in the combination
h!=T , with T being the thermodynamical temperature of the black hole 1=T = dS=dM .
We have shown that for high frequencies the spectrum has the asymptotic behavior of the
thermal spectrum at temperature T . We have also shown that the function describing the
spectrum depends on the mass of the black hole only through T and a multiplicative factor,
that is, the form of the spectrum does not change when one changes the black hole mass.
Thus, although the spectrum consists of distinct lines, the curve enveloping the spectrum
is thermal with the temperature coinciding with the thermodynamical temperature of the
black hole.
The fact that the temperature characterizing the radiation emitted by the black hole is
equal to the thermodynamical temperature of black hole as dened by the dependence of
the entropy on the black hole mass has important implications. One can use it to x the










Note that the temperature (22) depends on the parameter . However, the semi-classical
calculation of Hawking [6] shows that the temperature of radiation emitted by the black
hole is equal to the surface gravity (over 2). We can use Hawking's result as a consistency
requirement for the quantum theory: if the theory is to have the correct classical limit then
the temperature predicted by the quantum calculation should coincide with the semi-classical
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FIG. 1. Emission lines with their intensities (above) and the total intensity of the radiation
emitted per frequency interval as a function of frequency (below).
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